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Premium Web Hosting at Affordable Prices
Blazing-fast web hosting plans powered by the latest hardware, cPanel, SSD storage, and LiteSpeed web servers. Start your hosting journey or migrate your existing site for free and make downtime a thing of the past!



Get Started







Web Hosting Plans
Choose one of our feature-rich web hosting plans and get everything you need in one place. Leverage our powerful infrastructure to build the business you’ve always wanted.











Get Online Fast
Our web hosting plans give you all the resources and tools you need to create and deploy your own site. Our three plans come with fast loading speeds, 99.9% uptime, and a great value for many you won’t find anywhere else. Additionally, we are so confident you’ll love your plan that we offer a 45-day money-back guarantee!










What Makes Web Hosting with WebHostingBuzz Stand Out?
All WebHostingBuzz plans are powered by CloudLinux and come with the cPanel control panel, making hosting and managing your sites fast and easy. We also use LiteSpeed web servers and advanced real-time malware scanners to ensure excellent performance and protection.




	

Easy to Use
	Discover the convenience of cPanel included in every plan, making website management a breeze – from email setup to password changes, all in one user-friendly interface!




	

Money-Back Guarantee
	No stress, no hassle, no strings! In case our services do not fit your needs, we will give you a full refund with our 45-day money-back guarantee.




	

Expert 24/7/365 Support
	Our experts work tirelessly to ensure that you have everything you need and your site is functional at all times. They are here to help and resolve any issue you might have 24/7/365.




	

450+ One-Click Installs
	All plans include the Softaculous one-click installer, which enables you to set up over 450 applications within 60 seconds. So, whether you are a WordPress user or you prefer Joomla instead, we got you covered!




	

Fast Performance
	At WebHostingBuzz, speed is paramount in everything we do – from customer support to web servers and site deployment! Get started with your plan and have your web hosting up and running in just minutes.




	

Reliable Uptime
	Nobody likes downtime, and WebHostingBuzz is no exception. That’s why everything we do is centered around delivering reliable web hosting services. We maintain private suites in Tier-IV data centers worldwide, and we only use top-of-the-line hardware to ensure that your websites are always up and running.




	

Free Website Migrations
	Our experts will move all of your sites to WebHostingBuzz instantly, no matter where you are moving from, at no additional cost to you!




	

Global Presence
	Spanning continents from America to Asia, our top-notch Tier-IV data centers are strategically positioned worldwide! Tailor your server location to match your requirements, ensuring a flawless connection with your target audience.









Round-the-Clock Web Hosting Support
Get expert support every step of the way and fix any issue you might have at once! Contact our support team via live chat, ticket, or phone at any time and get the answers you need 24/7/365.



Contact Us







Why Choose Our Web Hosting Services?
As a provider that has been in the web hosting game for quite some time, we have a few tricks up our sleeve that make us the perfect choice for all types of customers.




	

Hosting Experts
	We have used our 13-year hosting experience to develop the best web hosting services in the game that can meet the requirements of any client seamlessly.




	

Unlimited Growth and Protection
	Leverage our powerful website and SEO tools through the cPanel and watch your website blossom into what you want it to be. And don’t worry about security – our partnership with Cloudflare will provide you with advanced features, quick access to a CDN, and CodeGuard, the best website backup service on the market.




	

Perfect for Developers
	Use the language you know and love; don’t settle for less! At WebHostingBuzz, we fully support PHP 5, MySQL 5, Perl, CGI, SSH, SSI, HTML5 and JavaScript, providing a safe haven for all developers!




	

A Green Host
	Providing a top-quality web hosting service does not have to come at the expense of the environment, and WebHostingBuzz is living proof of this! Our long-term sponsorship and partnership with The Woodland Trust mean that each hosting service we offer is completely carbon-neutral.









What Our Customers Say About Us
93% of our customers rate us as Excellent or Very Good. Here are a few reviews that some of them have left.
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With top of the line hardware and software, WebHostingBuzz's excellence is secured and maintained with a fantastic support staff. They are friendly, e... show more

dklynn
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I have used almost every kind of web hosting from shared hosting to bare metal servers from various vendors. WebHostingBuzz is very reliable, scalable... show more

Laxmi
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I have been with WebHostingBuzz for close to 8 years now. I am very happy with service. I've had shared hosting and now I have VPS hosting, It can't b... show more

Emylee Schonhoeft
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 We use cookies 
 Our website uses cookies, to enable essential services and functionality on our site and to collect data on how visitors interact with our site, products and services. By clicking accept you agree to our use of these tools for advertising and analytics and consent to our cookie policy. 
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